Microsoft Cloud Assessment
Paving Your Path to the Cloud
Protiviti’s Microsoft Cloud Assessment will allow you to understand your
maturity with respect to cloud transformation while evaluating your
application environments. During the 3 to 6-week assessment, the team
will run an assessment tool and execute a series of funded workshops
and interviews that are used to assist in the build of cost benefit and
ROI analysis for your organization. Upon completion, you will be
provided with a roadmap that includes a cloud migration plan
associated ROI that can be leveraged to build your business case
supporting your cloud strategy.

“83% Of Enterprise
Workloads Will Be
In The Cloud By
2020”
-Forbes, 2018
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Three-Step Cloud Assessment
Discover

1

Using cloud migration assessment tools, compile an inventory of the physical and virtual
servers in your environment. This data can include profile information and performance
metrics about your applications. At the end of this step, you’ll have a complete inventory of
servers with metadata for each, allowing you to build your cloud migration plan.

Map On-Premises Applications

2

Using information from your discovery, map servers to represent applications. This will expose
dependencies or communication between servers for proper grouping in your cloud migration
plan—to help reduce risks and ensure a smooth migration. This will allow you to identify the best
migration strategy for each application based on its requirements and migration objectives.

Evaluate

3

With your application groups mapped, evaluate how best to move each application.
Using cloud migration assessment tools for Azure resource and migration recommendations.
Evaluate the potential cost savings of migrating to Azure by calculating and comparing your
total cost of ownership (TCO) for Azure with that of a comparable on-premises infrastructure.

To schedule your Cloud Assessment or to learn more, contacts us
MicrosoftSolutions@Protiviti.com or visit Protiviti.com
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